Consumers worldwide increasingly rely on online shopping, and they are more demanding
these days. Given COVID-19 and lockdown measures in many countries, consumer behaviour
became increasingly digital across industries. Consumers have shifted towards online
channels, leaving behind conventional in-store shopping, triggering eCommerce growth.
According to Nosto, global daily eCommerce sales increased by 66% during the recent
lockdowns across the globe.
Retail eCommerce sales are expected to grow double-digits by 2023. By 2023, the worldwide 

eCommerce sales will be somewhere around $6.169 trillion and will hold a 22.3% market
share of total retail sales

The US eCommerce market will reach $1 trillion by the end of 2022
In the UK, 95% of purchases will be facilitated by the online stores by 2040.
The global retail eCommerce sales CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) is predicted to be 

6.29% from 2021 to 2025.
ECommerce retail sales accounted for 18% of all retail sales across the world in 2020 and the 

share is expected to reach 21.8% by 2024.

These numbers indicate that eCommerce is indeed booming and growing globally. The
COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the industry by a decade in a couple of months – what
McKinsey coined “the quickening”. This indicates that online retailers, regardless of their field,
must adapt quickly and embrace new technologies to achieve sustainable growth and stay
competitive in the market.

Though the eCommerce industry is growing exponentially, it is difficult for online retailers and
business owners to achieve desired growth. The simple new eCommerce site is launched, and
many entrepreneurs jump into the silver lining industry of eCommerce; not all managed to
achieve desired success or growth. The eCommerce market shows about 80% failure rate
according to different studies.

90%

of eCommerce companies fail within 120 days of starting their digital
journey.

78%

of eCommerce companies managed to survive for a year to do the
business.

The retailer popular retail brands including industry leaders from Art Van Furniture and

Lort & Taylor, filing for bankruptcy.

The statistics are horrifying and clearly state that even though the eCommerce industry is
growing, retailers are like a double-edged sword. Leaders worldwide face many growthbreaking challenges while adapting to digital commerce solutions.

High Competition. Many market players are doing the same business in an almost similar
manner. With intense competition, it becomes difficult for small or medium retailers to
maintain profitability due to aggressive pricing strategies, heady discounts and offers from
the industry giants. 

Getting into the shoes of such an eCommerce giant to achieve desired growth is ideal, but
it often results in the worst nightmare for many. Online retailers lost approximately INR 10
billion while giving a hefty discount to attract customers.

At present, marketplace sales account for 62% of global retail sales. In 2020 alone,
approximately $2.67 trillion was spent on the top 100 marketplaces of the world. More than
29% of the enterprise marketplaces launched will serve the majority of the B2B transactions by
2023.
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Forbes mentioned headless something like this: “Aristotle said the human body is at its best
at age 30. The same can now be said for e-commerce, which turned 30 this year. The best way
to celebrate this milestone is with a new headless architecture.”

Headless means decoupling the front-end and back-end. It helps eCommerce organizations
to become more agile and adaptable to the rapidly changing eCommerce market. It becomes
easier to connect various sales channels, including mobile, wearable, social, voice assistants,
and more.

It brings enormous flexibility, personalization, faster time to market, and agility for eCommerce
retailers. It will be a crucial growth strategy for businesses willing to adapt to evolving market
and customer needs.

#3 Automate Marketing

Automating your marketing is a guaranteed eCommerce growth strategy, and it will help you
save time while improving your brand’s customer experience. Whether it is about scheduling
delivery social media content, email marketing, or anything other marketing activity, there are
a whole host of automation tools available in the market that allow you to convert users into
prospects by streamlining the entire marketing process.
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marketing
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Automated customer tracking lets you classify your eCommerce site or mobile app users into
different segments based on various parameters.

#4 Personalize Shopping Experience

A personalized shopping experience makes customers purchase and sticks around for the long
run.

The
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gone

when
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fine.

Expectations are higher from online retailers, and thus, it becomes even more difficult for them
to predict sustainable growth. A personalized shopping experience is a key to boosting your
sales figure.
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“Artificial Intelligence’s market value is predicted to hit $126 billion by 2025.”
There are many ways to do it, but the best one is to use Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning tools to customize the customer journey and live up to a customer’s expectations.
Starting from personalized search recommendations, predicting the purchase, and geographic
location-based language preferences to offer deals and discounts, there are various ways to
add personalization to your online store. It is one of the most important growth strategies you
must consider the year ahead.

#5 Expand Your Geographic Reach
When it comes to eCommerce, geographic boundaries are nothing but a thin line of sand. A
customer residing in Europe can easily order products from India or vice versa. It is predicted
that cross-border purchases will be 20% of all eCommerce businesses by 2022.
Online retailers need to go global and understand the international market to grow their
business. However, you may have to focus and streamline a few basic things when you plan to
go global.
You must sort out your logistic infrastructure to fulfil the customers' delivery expectations
before launching any large international campaigns for your eCommerce store. You can go
global with the help of the enterprise marketplace. It is an effective way to validate your
products in the different markets before investing huge on transforming your online store for a
global audience.

To know more about our eCommerce Solutions, please click here.
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